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❝Factors influencing 
information access in a 

digital environment❝Observations on civil 
discourse

❝The role of the Library



Information Access



❝“The best th
ing about the 

Internet is t
hat it g

ives 

everyone a voice, a
nd the 

worst th
ing about the 

Internet is t
hat it g

ives 

everyone a voice.”
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A
cc
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s ❝Personal Learning 

Environments❝Filter Bubble
❝Search Language
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❝Where the facts are most 

obscure, where precedents 

are lacking, where novelty 

and confusion pervade 
everything, the public in all 

its unfitness is compelled 

to make its most important 

decisions.
--Walter Lippmann, 1927
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❝Factors
❝Nearly infinite information, choice❝Selective Exposure❝Cognitive Dissonance❝Confirmation Bias
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❝Motivations❝Learning vs. Reinforcement❝Understanding vs. 
Arguing

❝Bridges vs. Walls



•Thesis
•Research
•Frustration



•Topic
•Overview
•Question

•Research
•Thesis



•You



•You



Filter Bubble Eli Pariser
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Global WarmingClimate ChangeGreenhouse Effect



















•You
•Junk
•hoax
•myth
•alarmist



•You
•Junk
•hoax
•myth
•alarmist

Global 
Warming

Boo!















Is global warming 
a hoax?



Is global warming 
a hoax?

Global Warming + Hoax



Is global warming 
real?



Is global warming 
real?

Global Warming + Real





Framing
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❝ Personal Learning 
Environment❝ Sources you’ve chosen

❝ Comfortable❝ Filter Bubble❝ Sources chosen for you
❝ Convenient❝ Language

❝ Shaped by your info 
consumption❝ Echo chamber❝ Different from other ideologies



Civil Discourse
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❝From Incivility to Outrage: 

Political
 Discourse in

 Blogs, 

Talk Radio, and Cable 

News”

Sobeiraj &
 Berry, 2011



Outrage

“…a particular form of political discourse involving 
efforts to provoke visceral responses (e.g., anger, 
righteousness, fear, moral indignation) from the 
audience…”

“…sidesteps the messy nuances of complex political 
issues in favor of melodrama, misrepresentative 
exaggeration, mockery, and improbable forecasts of 
impending doom.”



Outrage

❝ Media environment uniquely supportive of 
outrage-based political discourse

❝ Big 3 vs. Narrowcasting

❝ Carving out niche audiences to deliver to advertisers

❝ “…our political diet is increasingly composed of 
unvetted news and unedited opinion.”



Outrage

Findings

❝ 89.6% of cases sampled contained at 
least 1 outrage incident

❝ Most common forms:

❝ Mockery

❝ Misrepresentative Exaggeration

❝ Insulting Language



Outrage

Findings

❝ Both Conservatives and Liberals employ 
outrage, but Conservatives do it more 
frequently



Outrage

Findings

❝ Increasingly polarized populace lured into 
media environments that flatter “them for 
their moral and intellectual superiority, as 
demonstrated by their ability to see through 
the manipulative smoke, mirrors, and 
buffoonery offered by the other side.”



Outrage

Findings

❝ “As a result, our citizenry may include 
an increasing number of opinionated 
citizens immersing themselves in a 
media world filled with voices who share 
and bolster their existing perspectives 
without challenging them.”



❝Does it M
atter 

Where Y
ou 

Read the News Story? 

Interact
ion of Incivility and 

News Frames in Political
 

Blogosphere

Borah, 2012



Incivility

❝ “The Internet has become one of the 
common tools for political discourse and 
scholarly attention has increasingly 
turned to the role of this new medium in 
reinvigorating democracy.”



Incivility

❝ Anonymity allows for the free 
expression of views and provides 
exposure to crosscutting information.

❝ Can also initiate vicious debate, 
undermining ideals of democracy.



Incivility

Findings

❝ Creates hostility between opposing sides 
of an issue

❝ Causes people to “become defensive 
about their own beliefs and their 
attitudes become certain…”



Incivility

Findings

❝ “Hostile attitudes toward the other side 
brought about by incivility could erode 
deliberative discourse online. If 
individuals on different sides of an issue 
do not respect each other, they could 
become more polarized through political 
discourse.”



Incivility

Findings

❝ Ironically, incivility polarizes individuals’ 
attitudes and leads to increased 
participation.



Incivility

Findings

❝ No longer guaranteed that “a New York 
Times article will be read as a print copy 
or on the New York Times website”



Incivility

Findings

It does matter where you read a news story, 
since “uncivil messages accompanying the 
repurposed news story influences several 
democratic outcomes.”



❝When Correcti
ons Fail: The 

Persist
ence of Political

 

Mispercep
tions

Nyhan, & Reifler,
 2011
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❝ Presenting people with 
factual information as a 

correction to misinformation:❝ Fails to reduce misperceptions❝ Can even strengthen 
misperceptions among 

ideological subgroups



❝Online and Uncivil? 

Pattern
s and Determ

inants 

of Incivility in Newspaper 

Website C
omments

Coe, Kenski, & Rains, 2014 



Civil Discourse

❝ “…Civil discourse—the free and 
respectful exchange of ideas– has been 
viewed as a democratic ideal…”

❝ 2010 survey: 8/10 Americans viewed “the 
lack of civil or respectful discourse in 
our political system” as a “somewhat 
serious” or “very serious” problem.



Civil Discourse

❝ Civility requires mutual respect

❝ Genuine engagement requires that 
people actually talk to each other

❝ The use of incivility tends to delegitimize 
political arguments and lower audience 
evaluations of those making them.



Civil Discourse

❝ “However, it remains to be seen whether 
people participating in an online 
discussion disapprove of incivility as it 
is occurring.”

❝ National media vs. local; Congress vs. 
local representatives



Civil Discourse

Results

❝ 55.5% of articles included at least one 
uncivil comment.

❝ 22% of comments contained some form 
of incivility

❝ Lengthier discussions did not result in a 
higher incidence of incivility.



Civil Discourse

Results

❝ Most prevalent was name-calling

❝ Regular commenters were less likely to 
engage in incivility

❝ Incivility is contextual

❝ Topic

❝ Sources (quotes) 



Civil Discourse

Results

❝ Articles quoting Obama, 32.7% of 
comments were deemed uncivil

❝ True discussions contained less incivility



Civil Discourse

Results

❝ “Uncivil commenters are slightly more 
likely to bring evidence to bear in 
support of their claims…it is not the case 
that uncivil comments are necessarily 
irrational.”



Role of the Library



ALA Code of Ethics

❝II. We uphold the principles 

of intellec
tual fre

edom and 

resist
 all ef

forts to
 censor 

library resources.



ALA Code of Ethics

❝VII. We distinguish between 

our personal convictions and 

professio
nal duties a

nd do not 

allow our personal beliefs
 to 

interfer
e with fair 

represen
tation of the aim

s of 

our institutions or the 

provision of acce
ss to their 

information resources.
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❝ Access
❝ Confidentiality/Privacy
❝ Democracy❝ Diversity❝ Education and Lifelong 
Learning❝ Intellectual Freedom❝ Preservation❝ The Public Good❝ Professionalism❝ Service

❝ Social Responsibility



C
ore V

alues of 

Librarianship

❝All information resources t
hat 

are provided directly
 or 

indirectly
 by the library, 

regardless o
f tech

nology, 

format, or methods of 

delivery, should be read
ily, 

equally, and equitably 

acces
sible to all lib

rary users.

Access



C
ore V

alues of 

Librarianship

❝ A democracy
 presupposes an

 

informed citize
nry. The First 

Amendment mandates t
he right of 

all persons to free 
expressio

n, and 

the corollary right to recei
ve the 

constitutionally protected
 

expressio
n of others. T

he publicly 

supported library provides fre
e and 

equal acc
ess to

 information for all 

people of the community the library 

serves. 

Democracy
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alues of 

Librarianship

❝We value our nation's 

diversity
 and striv

e to 

reflec
t that diversity

 by 

providing a full spectrum of 

resources a
nd services t

o 

the communities w
e serv

e.

Diversity
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alues of 

Librarianship

❝We uphold the principles of 

intellec
tual fre

edom and 

resist
 all ef

forts to
 censor 

library resources.

Intellec
tual 

Freedom
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alues of 

Librarianship
❝ ALA recognizes it

s broad social 

responsibilities
. The broad social 

responsibilities
 of the American

 Library 

Associatio
n are d

efined in term
s of the 

contribution that librarian
ship can make in 

ameliorating or solving the crit
ical 

problems of society; support for effo
rts to

 

help inform and educate t
he people of the 

United States 
on these problems and to 

encourage them to examine the many 

views on and the fact
s regarding each

 

problem; and the willingness of ALA to 

take a position on current criti
cal is

sues 

with the rela
tionship to libraries

 and 

library service se
t forth in the position 

statem
ent. Social 

Responsibility
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❝ Information literacy 
workshops/instruction❝Encourage use of “source” 

information, free of filter and bias
❝Emphasize the Internet’s ability 

to expand a person’s experience, 

to understand people, to build 

communities
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❝Creation of digital 
resources❝Current events blog linking 

to “source” information/documents;addre

sses different sides of debate

❝Current events research 

guides with suggested search 

vocabulary❝Promote the use of least 

biased sources: ABC, CBS, 

CNN, etc…
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To connect and exchange 

ideas…
❝ Events with mass 

appeal…like mini-cons!
❝ Problem-solving: Hackathons❝ TEDx



What do you think?



Brandy Horne, MLIS

Instruction/Reference Librarian

University of South Carolina Aiken

BrandyH@usca.edu

Questions?


